Examp
E
ples off engagement too
ols and
d tech
hnique
es
Tool

Tips for using
u

Why you might use it

Why you
u might nott use it

Printed ma
aterials
Includes fa
act sheets, newsletters
n
, newspape
er
advertising
g, brochures
s, flyers, lea
aflets, reporrts,
letterbox drops, perso
onalised invitations



Use clear, plain English
E
or tra
anslate whe
ere
require
ed
Be brie
ef and direc
ct but not sim
mplistic
Make it
i visually in
nteresting bu
ut not busy or slick
Use language tha
at is inclusiv
ve and jargo
on free
Provide contact details (phon
ne, email, w
web
addres
ss)
Offer translation services
s
Mainta
ain an up to date mailin
ng list




Can re
each a large
e target aud
dience
Comm
munity inform
mation in re
egular place
e and
formatt
Allowss for technic
cal and lega
al reviews
Facilta
ates the doc
cumentation
n of commu
unity
involve
ement






Method
d and conte
ent should be
b tailored tto the
stakeh
holder group
p




Able to
o reach a la
arge numbe
er of stakeholders
Can b
be targeted to specific sstakeholderr groups



Writte
en material may not be
e accessiblee to people
with visual
v
impai rment or low
w literacy leevels

To takke participattion to hard to reach
comm
munities, and
d provide a less formal format for
interacction with th
he commun
nity



Essen
ntially a onee way comm
munication ttool








Informatio
on sessions
s
Public gath
herings whe
ere people ccan engage
e at their
own pace, drop in individually to view plans, ask
questions, provide fee
edback






Displays

Often locatted in public
c libraries o
or communitty centres,
they can also be perm
manently loccated in a sh
hopfront,
or mobile a
and used in shopping ccentres

To dra
aw attention to a display
y, use inven
ntive

formatts such as a colourfully
y painted bu
us or a pop
up cartt

Briefings

Short prese
entations to
o key stakeh
holders, pea
ak bodies,
agencies a
and community groups to share information 
and respon
nd to questiions

Used to
t provide an
a overview
w or update o
on a
projectt
Presen
ntation may
y be delivere
ed by an ag
gency
representative and followed by
b detailed
discussions in a question-an
q
d-answer fo
ormat





Workshop
ps

Small and large works
shops wherre participan
nts work in 
small groups. These may
m include
e guest spea
akers,
general disscussion, orr more targe
eted tasks for
f
participantss such as visioning
v
and prioritising
g


Need to
t be well designed and prepared for

Make sure
s
the purpose is cle
ear to all pa rticipants
and that their leve
el of interestt is equal to
o the level 
of partticipation required
Table scribes
s
are often need
ded to docum
ment the
procee
edings and tables
t
also report backk as part of 
facilitated meeting
g managem
ment



Interviews
s

One-on-on
ne discussio
on with com
mmunity mem
mbers or
groups to g
gain detailed informatio
on on their views
v
and
attitudes

Use to
o obtain qua
alitative information from
m an
individual







Can a
also be used
d as a forum
m for feedba
ack, and to 
uncovver prelimina
ary commun
nity issues and values 
an large
Less fformal and expensive
e
p
process tha
publicc meetings
Help tto build com
mmunity goo
odwill and create a
e
more e
effective atmosphere ffor dialogue
An op
pportunity to
o provide infformation and
y
person
nalise conta
act with the community
d
Worksshops encourage involvvement and
ommunity
interacction and allow the gatthering of co
feedba
ack
Discusssing comp
plex issues, analysing competing
c
option
ns and gene
erating ideass
Encou
urages joint working an
nd problem solving
Buildss ownership
p of results




Can p
produce high
hly accurate
e results

Adds a personal dimension

Might be used wh
here there a
are sensitivities
out securityy 
assocciated with privacy
p
or co
oncerns abo


Field trips
s
Guided site
e visits or to
ours of area
as under dis
scussion



Involve
e key stakeholders

ential Servic
ces Commisssion Exam
mples of eng
gagement tools and techniques
t
s
Esse




Helps build relatio
onships and
d trust
Usefu l for building capacity o
of communities to
particiipate in com
mplex discusssions



Distrib
bution plannning inadeq
quate
Materrials do not reach the mark
m
Materrials not reaad
Limite
ed capacity to commun
nicate compplicated
conce
epts
Inform
mation misinnterpreted

Make
e sure that aall groups are treated eequally
Individuals conduucting briefings shouldd be well
ed and able to answer questions,
bbut also
verse
q
build coommunity
open and approaachable to help
h
onships
relatio
Can be
b costly duue to need to hire venuues,
pendent faciilitators and provide reffreshments,
indep
etc
exposee poor prepa
aration
Can also
a

Necessitates moore sensitivity than otheer methods
expecctations amo
ong some ppeople or
May raise
r
ps
group
May ignite comm
munity rivalry or raise aallegations
ecial treatm
of spe
ment
ary
Carefful preparat ion necessa
nd require ti me
Can be
b costly to arrange an
mitment
from
anisers
and participants
s
comm
m both orga
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Tool

Tips for using

Why you might use it

Why you might not use it

Charrettes
Typically involves intense and possibly multi-day
meetings that bring together a wide range of
participants to generate ideas, responses and plans





The time required to prepare, participate and
report make this a process that works best in
longer term engagements
Can also be used to promote joint ownership of
solutions and to defuse confrontational attitudes



Requires considerable preparation, time and
resources

Round tables
Round tables are one of the more flexible
engagement formats and differ from session to
session



Allows for extended discussion and are often
designed to solve a challenge
Enables participants to hear multiple points of
view through open discussion
Encourages community participants to think
'outside the square' and find common ground



Some participants may try to dominate a table
discussion

Work best when focused on technical aspects of
planning and can be a catalyst for cooperation
among key decision-makers





Participants may be selected for the particular
perspective or understanding that they bring
The format usually includes a presentation
followed by in-depth discussion





‘Town Hall’ meetings
Traditional ‘town hall’ style meetings are familiar,
established ways for people to come together to
express their opinions, hear a public speaker or
proposed plan, engage in shared learning about a
topic, or work together to develop solutions






World café

This is a deliberative concept where participants work
in small groups simultaneously on questions and

change tables during the process, refining their
understanding of an issue and working to find
common ground as a community

Do not hold a town hall style public meeting if you
are not willing to allow anyone to attend, including
media; a public meeting must be open to anyone
Engage an independent chair to host and
moderate
Make sure you provide for attendees who need
assistance getting to and around the venue,
hearing what’s said, seeing what’s presented, etc
Consider childcare facilities to make it easier for
people with young children to attend






Provide a scribe for each table to assist in keeping 
the conversation on track and moving
A central moderator needs to keep the process

fluid with summary thoughts captured so that a full
report can be compiled after the event


Introduces a project or issue to a community

Provides all participants with a chance to voice
their concerns, issues, and ideas
Participants need to be willing to listen to each
other, which can be useful for exploring alternative 
strategies and building consensus
Also useful for reaching larger numbers of people

This process fosters open discussion and
empathy
World Cafe events benefit from involving larger
numbers (more than 60) because they are
dynamic
Different points of view and life experience
emerge very naturally




Unless carefully planned and well facilitated, town
hall events can be high risk because they provide
a platform for the loudest and most negative
voices
Many community members, especially those who
fear being shouted down, will either not attend or
not participate

Works best with large numbers and for
deliberative formats only
Dependent on a competent facilitator and
participants willing to invest the time

Participatory budgeting
Participatory budgeting is a process for involving
citizens in setting priorities in the context of resource
constraints, often through a working group format



Need to have the councils’ real budget on the
table for these processes to be rewarding,
constructive and enlightening



Can be used to educate the community in the
difficulty of making decisions about how public
funds are spent and the trade-offs that arise



Do not use this process unless you are willing to
follow through on the community’s preferences

Focus groups
Originally a market research tool, focus groups are
small facilitated discussions involving carefully
selected individuals



Use to test opinion on a particular issue prior to
undertaking more widespread engagement
Payment to participants is likely to be required



Useful when used early in a decision-making
process or when time is limited



May not be truly representative of views across
the community
May be criticised because participation has been
rewarded with payment

Surveys and polls
A quantitative research method to gauge views,
experiences and behaviours
A research method used to extrapolate results and
determine what people think about an issue



Always include open-ended questions and space
for fuller comments
Ensure that the questions are thoroughly tested
in-house before they go public
Be prepared to spend time on drafting and refining
the questions and on compiling, interpreting and
analysing the results
Use digital survey tools wherever possible in
large-scale consultations
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Straightforward
Focussed and specific
Can gauge a large number of opinions
Easily adapted
Quick and cheap
Provides a snapshot of opinions at a certain time
Straightforward and accurate








Difficult to gather qualitative information
Answers may be irrelevant
Delivery methods can affect results
May be too brief for people to provide their full
opinions
Results may be affected by poorly conceived or
worded questions
Large numbers of responses, particularly on
paper-based surveys, can create handling and
processing burdens
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Community consultative committee
Forum for open discussion between representatives
of the community, council and other stakeholders








Why you might use it

Ensure that membership is representative

Assign senior participants from your own
organisation
Make sure that community participants are aware
of the commitment required prior to joining
Be prepared to be open with information
Consider an independent chair or facilitator
Publish minutes of all meetings in a timely fashion

Can be a powerful tool to demonstrate
transparency and for frank and open discussions

Why you might not use it



Public notices
Ad placed in local newspaper, notice boards, etc,
informing the community of ways to participate, or of
decisions made



A basic pre-requisite for all public policy
decision-making



Community members will look for them to know
they can participate

Partnerships
Councils work together with communities to plan



Make sure the governance arrangements are in
place first
These can take some time to set up, but are well
worth it for building trust and commitment



Require both communities and authorities consent 
to work closely and transparently to reach agreed
outcomes

Advisory groups

A group of representatives or informed individuals
convened to meet regularly as a sounding board for a
decision-maker

Very useful for organisations that need to build
relationships and communication channels with
new communities



Advisory groups have value where an external
viewpoint is needed or for when a ‘temperature
check’ of the mood of the community on a
particular issue is required



Limited in the amount of representation they
provide

Expert panel

Used to gather concentrated opinions from a range of
experts on a particular issue

Use to produce in-depth analysis on technical
matters




Focus intently on a specific subject
Draws on experts who can often be objective





The process needs to be carefully focussed
Breadth may be limited
May be too ‘exclusive’

Resident panels and precinct committees can be
used to seek views on a variety of themes and
can also be conducted in conjunction with other
forms of engagement
A source of local knowledge



Can be a vehicle for establishing long running
forms of participation that go beyond single,
issue-specific consultations



Limited in the amount of representation they
provide



Resident panels and precinct committees




Steering committees
A group of people who take responsibility for the
success of a project, usually representative of the
sponsors of the project



Participants need to have a good understanding of 
the issues and could be drawn from community
leaders, elected representatives, individuals and
members of groups involved in community
initiatives

Websites and web forums
Websites are used to provide information about, and
links to, policy proposals as well as any other
information a community may need to participate.
Websites allow for the use of a wide variety of media
formats, including video



Can be as simple as a single page on an
organisation’s website with a link to a specifically
designed and separately hosted community
engagement website that allows viewers to
participate in online surveys, contribute to online
forums, post a message, view interactive videos
and documents and make submissions



Email
Direct and efficient method of engagement



Proactive, personal and powerful as a means of
communicating directly with the community
Protocols must be set regarding style, language,
tone of voice, response times and privacy
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May be criticised because of the small number of
people involved
Can be a risk for community participants who may
be seen as having compromised their positions by
being too close to a process or unpopular project

Typically a group of between six and 10 people,

the committee should be composed of
representatives of the sponsoring organisations or
agencies
Community members will often look to your
website as the most obvious place to obtain
information, and for many community members, it
could be the only way for them to participate due
to time, geographical and other constraints



Allows you to establish a personality, or ‘tone of
voice’, that feels personal
As a means of responding to questions, email is
immediate and efficient





Public notices are not a good way to reach
community members who do not normally
participate, or do not have access to newspapers
etc
Not appropriate for all engagements or
communities. It also may not always be possible
to reach this level of trust and co-operation

Can take on a life of their own and become
adversarial if roles become blurred or if there is
serious dissent

A proportion of people still struggle with the
internet because of access constraints or because
they are not web users. It should therefore not be
the only tool you use
Anonymous internet users may present
challenges for honest, civil and open interaction
Can become devalued by overuse or by sending
trivial information
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Smartphones
Almost 70 per cent of Australian social media users
access sites using a smartphone



Ensure that any content can adapt to different
screen sizes, for example if including 3D design
and game-style simulations in consultation
exercises



When you want to ensure the widest participation
possible and allow people to access information
and engage anytime, anywhere



Requires specialist screen design to ensure
readability and facilitate interaction

Applications (apps)
An app – short for application – is a piece of software
that runs on a computer or phone and enables a
program to be run on that particular device



Apps are a fun and efficient way to engage. There 
are apps that put the user in charge of planning
for a community, to give them a sense of the
pressures of decision-making

Free apps are becoming part of the community
expectation and can be a fresh way to engage,
particularly with young people



May alienate some members of the community
who do not have the right equipment or cannot
download the app

Simulation tools
Software to explain, describe and support a new
policy or planning mechanism



Enable the user to investigate options and to
visualise or experience likely consequences and
impacts



Can be expensive and may put some participants
off due to being overly complex



Useful where participants can have a ‘hands on’
experience
Attractive to participants who are tired of old
engagement techniques

YouTube
Short (typically one to three minutes) videos or series
of photos posted on and accessed via the internet



Used in conjunction with Facebook, this is proving 
to be a highly popular way to summarise a
proposal and for community participants to

inexpensively express their views and put forward
their own ideas

With 11 million users, YouTube is the second
strongest Australian online channel
It is a story telling medium that is accessible and
inexpensive



YouTube requires that users are 13 years old and
must be 18 years old to view some content

Instagram
Instagram is an online photo and video sharing social
networking site



Use to extend your reach into the community, and 
to encourage young people to participate

Inexpensive, immediate platform for sharing
photos and videos of events, for example



As a platform that is often used by celebrities, and
with a minimum age requirement of 13 years, this
tool may have limited application

Essential Services Commission Examples of engagement tools and techniques
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